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THE LAW OF LOVE
The Law of Love is that Law which places the welfare, concern and feeling lor others above
self. The Law of Love is that close affinity with all forces that you associate with as good. The
Law of Love is that force which denies the existence of evil in the world, that resists not. Love
is the path of least resistance.

THE LAW OF GRATITUDE
The Law of Gratitude is that sense of satisfaction where energy which has been given receives
a certain reward. Energy that is given moves out on that curved and unequal line, and when
extended far enough, can only return to its source bearing gifts.
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A NOTE ABOUT THE AQUARIAN CHURCH
The Aquarian Church of Universal Service was founded and organized as a 501 (c)3 Non-Profit,
tax exempt organization, whose stated purpose is to serve as a religious, research,
philanthropic and educational organization. Subscribers to the Cosmic Voyage need not be
members. Members are encouraged to study all philosophies and important religious and
secular teachings to draw from them the "highest and best" in search of Higher Truths and
deeper understanding.
Subscribers and members need not agree, but our research of religious, scientific, philosophic
and metaphysics suggest a model of the Universe as a living Being, encompassing a hierarchy
of vibrations and frequencies, which hold "realms" or multi-dimensions inhabited by various
types of beings.
These realms are made from octaves of frequencies and may be the "many mansions" in
Biblical terms. The Biblical "Word" which was "in the beginning" with God, as God (John 1:1-4)
refers to Universal vibrations or frequencies, the Universal Consciousness or "Divine Mind".
These Higher frequencies are the Life Force and emanations of the Divine Mind of the Creator.
ft is conceivable that physical matter is but the dream stuff of a Divine Mind, even as our
dreams appear to be material and real while we area in the dream state. Life as we know it,
may well be a cosmic dream, and we, but thought-forms living in the image of a Divine Mind.
This philosophy explains mysteries of psychic and supernatural phenomenon. It reflects the
macrocosmic being as similar to a microcosmic being. it presumes we, as individual souls,
are as cells in the body of God, and reflect (like the DNA coded cells in the human body) the
whole, the "image of God".
Thus, the Biblical statement that man was made in God's image, refers to the "reflected image"
of Universal Consciousness of the Macrocosm as it relates to the Microcosm. Our "reality"
may be but a dream or "image" in the Mind of the Universal Deity. We are thus created in an
"image of God" with our frequencies reflected and patterned on Universal frequencies. God
as Universal Consciousness, is a personal God, for what can be more personal than Consciousness. Christianity's secret esoteric (hidden/inner) teachings are embraced by the by
the church and form a base for its deeper doctrines, interpretations, teachings are embraced
by Science and Religion must eventually unite as they approach the Absolute Truth. We seek
to speed the merging of the two.
We believe that Greater Truths can only be discovered when we are free to question, doubt,
and critically examine our own most cherished beliefs and to listen objectively to the beliefs
of others. This way we open ourselves to accelerated learning. We believe God would have it
no other way. Our practice asks us to teach those who wish to know, heaal the sick, reduce
the sorrow, suffering and tragedy in the world, and to show by example, the Force which is
Creative Love.
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on a full time basis to my obsession:
UFO research.

INTRODUCTION

This publication is the first effort to
publish any of the findings from my
As a professional UFO researcher, 25 years of research and although I
I have studied the phenomenon for will continue to research new inforover 25 years. Actually, it has been mation as it comes to my attention, I
more than a mere study. UFO re- feel enough has been made available
search has been a compulsive obses- to me that I can now comfortably
sion for me that has led me to read share some of my discoveries on the
almost every magazine, book, news subject. I very much appreciate this
report and article written on UFOs opportunity to share this with you.
and view any film, attend every UFO
meeting or convention I could. I have I will start with a general overall pichad hundreds of interviews and dis- ture of the nature of the U F O
cussions with people regarding UFO phenomenon and later will go furtopics, including abductees and their ther with specifics such as the variety
assessment thereof. I have had no of aliens, the specifics of abductions,
time for a life of my own because of implants, alien plans for the earth,
my obsession with UFOs. This ob- origins of the alien types, alien techsession has qualified me to assert nologies, alien reasons for the cattle
that I have become an expert on the mutilations, cases of alien caused
subject of UFOs. I make no claims human mutilations, alien bases and
to any other significant accomplish- other topics of interest.
ments, mostly because there has
been no other challenge or acThe Alien Agenda—In a
complishment interesting enough to
Nutshell:
take me away from my UFO research.
Yes, there are good guy aliens, but so
U F O researchers are a unique far they have done little other than
bunch of individuals, who do not comfort people with talk while keepusually receive payment for their re- ing their distance, and obviously
search work and, therefore, usually there are aliens who may be concarry on the research as a part time sidered as bad guy aliens who have
left a trail of victims and witnesses to
hobby.
their misdeeds. They may not actualBut for me it has been a full time job ly be "bad", because they apparently
for which I have never been paid are quite desperate and desperate
monetarily. I have been fortunate people do desperate acts which
that a few friends who understand others may perceive as bad or harmmy obsession with UFOs and ap- ful behavior. They have apparently
proved of my dedication have taken linked their plans and future hopes
turns in given me food, shelter and a of survival with human destiny, posplace to work, thereby providing me sibly even depending on humanity
with some basic necessities of life. for the survival of their species.
This has allowed me to devote myself
Hello, My name is Creston.
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A dominant species of Aliens on
earth, the small grays known as the
Zeta Reticuli, (named after their
home star system near the Orion sector of the sky) have lost the ability to
reproduce themselves except by
cloning, and the cloning process
leaves each copy a little less worthy
than the one before. A copy of a
copy of a copy of a copy multiplied
by thousands produces copies not
nearly as good as the original. The
species slowly deteriorates with each
new generation. Their only hope is to
reverse their deterioration by mixing
with a new younger more wholesome
species, such as with human beings.

now, and they need another habitat.
The implications of all this from this
one type of alien, and the Reptoid
masters for whom they work, will be
discussed in the material that follows.

Government Coverup
Much is written lately regarding the
role of the United States Government in the UFO dilemma. Various
researchers and writers have found
it conveniently easy to center their
focus on this issue to the point of
designating more importance to this
issue than the very question of UFOs
They do genetic experiments with themselves.
human tissues and cross breeding Some maintain the existence of an
projects for a way to improve their 'MJ-12' or other covert government
species' reproductive ability before group whose sole focus is to keep
they become totally clone-copied knowledge of this subject from the
into extinction. Previous cattle public eye. Others argue that the
mutilation cloning programs did not group's function has been more inprovide them with suitable solutions volved and that its members are
to this problem, so they now work secretly working with the UFO ocwith human abductees. And though cupants for whatever diabolical
these grays often tell their abductees reasons. Still others worry that the
they are gathering human sperms government has had no choice in the
and eggs so as to save the human race matter, is totally powerless in this
from certain future extinction, this is situation, and hence had no choice
only a cover story to make the human but to engineer a cover-up for fear of
abductees feel the violations they either alien retaliation or world wide
receive are for a worthy cause and panic, either of which would be
that they are important to humanity's globally disruptive.
future survival.
Some argue that this confused state
Human abductions, mutilations and of affairs may be potentially more
genetic experiments using humans dangerous than the existence of the
are all linked with the alien agenda alien presence itself! It could conto rekindle their species reproduc- ceivably produce a dangerous set of
tive abilities using human genes. conditions: mass confusion and disThat is their real and major purpose information resulting in nobody
for being on earth, but if you ask being able to believe or trust anyone
them, they will tell you they are here else, leading to a sort of confused
anarchy, if you will. Until recently,
to help save humanity. They lie.
such conditions were considered
A secondary problem for these Zeta dangerous enough to allow a comReticuli is that their home planet is munist takeover by the Soviet Union.
deteriorating so as to be unable to
support life. It is nearly all desert
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formed they are even more concerned. So why a coverup?
As many see it, the Russians are one
threat, but if we assume the alien
threat is real, then the Russians, or
any other human group for that matter, would be of minor concern.
This brings us to a point of contention: For whether or not there is a
government cover-up, one thing
seems to override any informed dispute on the subject. This is the matter of the hundreds of thousands
possibly even millions of witnesses,
and informed citizens, including
many credible abductees and informants from government intelligent agencies, who generally
contend that UFOs REALLY DO
EXIST, T H A T MOST ALIENS
ARE UNTRUSTWORTHY AND
EVEN HOSTILE, AND THAT
SOMETHING MUST BE DONE
TO PROTECT HUMANITY
FROM THE DANGEROUS
ONES.!
To this end, with what little power
concerned citizens actually do possess, any quibbling and fighting over
the issue of government coverup may
well be 'alienating', the very little
hope we have! That of the concerted
effort of the most powerful government on earth. If this threat is as it
appears to be, then human survival
may depend on more than just one
government to fight this threat.
Humanity will need the combined
efforts of every nation on earth.
Could this be the real reason for a
rush to the New World Order?

After all, the very people they are
supposed to protect could turn on
them like a lynch mob for government treaties and deals made with
aliens. A coverup may be as much to
coverup government involvement
with aliens as to hide the fact of alien
existence from the people.
At this point, even if the government
representatives involved in the UFO
alliances and treaties were to admit
all of their knowledge on the subject
of UFOs in hopes of enlisting mass
support, all they could really hope
for would be that the masses would
not try them for treason and string
them up in the streets of White
Sands, New Mexico!
So, at all costs, the role of the people
should be to assure the government,
military and otherwise, that the
threat to the planet, and not the supposed ineptness or secretiveness of
the government is what really matters. The government surely has
enough to worry about with unt r u s t w o r t h y aliens who have
repeatedly broken their treaties,
deceived the world governments and
have shown themselves to be a threat
to humanity, without having also to
worry about the wrath of the citizens
who have discovered there were alliances between their governments
and aliens that let the aliens gain a
hold on the earth.

If humanity is to survive this alien
threat, the government must be able
to trust its citizens just as the citizens
Now, as individuals, how can we help must be able to trust their governin the situation if we sit around and ment. All citizens must be made to
squabble over the so called evil in- realize that we can put aside our
tent of our officials and military? If petty squabbles and make available
they are aware of the danger, surely to our governments every bit of help
they are just as concerned as we are. we can.
And, quite possibly,being more in3

Every t h e o r y , every s c r a p of
evidence, every shred of a possible
solution that we can drum up must
be combined with government organizational skills (as well as
monetary, political and military expertise) to prevent the ultimate
enslavement of this planet by foreigners of the worst kind ...those not
of Earth! Working together we can
do it. Working against each other...
Well, is your intergalactic passport
up to date?
****************************
The Alien Digest newsletter will discuss in this and future issues UFO
information we feel people need to
know to m a k e well i n f o r m e d
decisions that will be required
during this decade. Information will
be given on crashed saucer reports,
alien abductions, alien purposes and
plans, monster reports, underground/underwater bases, sexual assaults on earth humans, mutilated
animals, disappearing black Cadillacs, alternative 3, the alien agenda
and purposes that may endanger
humans, and much much more.

Palomar Observatory for the
California Institute of Technology.
" They are ruthless in pursuit of their
objectives. "
" They treated me like a guinea pig. "
" They weren't as nice as they wanted
me to think. They were coldblooded,
but they didn't want me to know it. "
" Most of us investigators are working
on the theory that there is an UNDERGROUND saucer base in the area. "
" I have been noticing for some time
that the permanent presence of UFOs
over the uranium mines is not a coincidence. "
" Farmer, Aviator, Diplomat, Sailor,
Soldier, & Lawyer & common-men
ALL were Necessary to L-Ms Scrutiny
of our, too rapidly growing culture. "
" In a 1977 incident in Ohio, eleven
(11) aliens were reported killed in a
skirmish and eleven (11) soldiers
killed or injured by laser-type
weapons. "
" One possibility, total war followed
by mass-landings, to destroy our
power, enslave the remnant of our
people and colonize the planet. '

SECRET WARS

There are more reports coming in on
abductions by manned-alien UFOs
that prove the aliens are hostile
towards humans right now than at I
Tracking Nemisis
any time of my 25 years of research. On December 30 1983, the orbiting
When abducted the earth human is t e l e s c o p e called t h e I n f r a r e d
subjected to techniques of per- Astronomical Satellite or IRAS
suasion of psychological warfare, be- found a planet the size of Jupiter in
havioral modification techniques the direction of Orion far beyond our
which include electronic microcir- solar system.
cuitry implants, and advanced brain So mysterious is the object that
therapy. This we understand is the astronomers do not know if it is a
psychological warfare arm of the planet, a nearby protostar that never
Network —the name by which the got hot enough to become a star or a
giant comet.
alien alliance is known.
Abductee Charles Moody said, "It's
not only just one advanced race that
is studying this planet earth, but a
group of them."(The Network)
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"All I can tell you is that we don't
know what it is," said Gerry
Neugebauer, IRAS scientist for
C a l i f o r n i a ' s Jet
Propulsion
Laboratory and director of the

The giant gaseous planet which is so
cold that it casts no light and has
never been seen by optical telescopes on Earth or in space, is 50
trillion miles away. While that may
seem like a great d i s t a n c e in
earthbound terms, it is a stone's
throw in cosmological terms, so
close in fact that it would be the
nearest heavenly body to Earth
beyond the outermost planet Pluto.
The mystery body was seen twice by
the IRAS satellite as it scanned the
n o r t h e r n sky from J a n u a r y to
November, 1983, when the satellite
ran out of the supercold helium that
allowed its telescope to see the
coldest bodies in the heavens. The
second observation took place six
months after the first and suggested
that the mystery body had not moved
from its spot aligned in the sky
toward the western edge of the constellation Orion.
"This suggests it's not a comet because a comet would not be as large
as the one we've observed, and a
comet would probably have moved,"
said J a m e s H o u c k of C o r n e l l
University's C e n t e r for R a d i o
Physics and Space Research and a
member of the IRAS science team.
"If it is that close, I don't know how
the world's planetary scientists
would even begin to classify it."

a "miniplanet," 1.3 miles in diameter,
circling the sun inside mercury's
orbit-making it the only body in the
solar system to be found that close to
the sun.
IRAS also found that the dying star
Betelgeuse is half-circled by dust
shells that extend out to 4.5 light
years from the Betelguese, the
brightest star in the constellation
Orion.
"The dust shells are clearly made up
of material that was shed by the star
as it began to die more then 50,000
years ago," said Harm Habing of the
University of Leiden in the Netherlands, where the instrument aboard
the satellite that made the discovery
was built."
"What is unusual is that the rings are
only on one side of the star, which
suggests that, as the star moves, it
leaves the shells behind."
Gerry Neugebauer of Jet Propulsion
Laboratories said "This telescope
has been so sensitive that we could
see a single speck of dust with it at a
distance of two miles. If you were to
put a baseball into orbit over the East
Coast, this telescope could pick it up
on the west Coast.'

In 1984, a show aired on PBS on
astronomy, half way thru the show
the head astronomer of an observatory here in the U.S. displayed a
Whatever it is, Houck said, the computer screen of the solar system
mystery body is so cold that its where the New planet could be
temperature is no more then 40 found.
degrees above absolute zero, which
is 459.67 degrees below zero Fahren- As he spoke in a "matter-of-fact" way
heit. The telescope is so sensitive he told the listening audience that
that it can "see" objects in the the "funny thing about Nemesis is
heavens that are only 20 degrees that it only sends asteroids directly to
Earth." This astronomer also told the
above absolute zero.
listening audience that Nemesis
The IRAS telescope also discovered could move forward or backward but
what Russ Walker of Jamieson En- mostly stayed where it was. Then
gineering of Palo Alto, Calif, called without warning as viewers were
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"They were transported to the planet
over a period of hundreds of years
b e c a u s e the i n c r e d i b l y cold
temperatures make it possible to
keep the alien soldiers in a natural
deep freeze until the time comes to
invade the Earth," Peterson reveals.

presented with a computer screen in
a simulated program sending mock
asteroids to Earth from Nemesis, the
PBS show was cut for a moment and
the audience was left hanging. One
could tell their was more, but PBS
never returned to that segment of the
show. Could this be the origin of
some UFOs?

"They lie t h e r e in a s t a t e of
suspended animation, awaiting the
time when their leaders in another
galaxy decide to launch their invasion of Earth.

Are these "asteroids" really UFOs
moving toward earth?
Then another story came out (a
cover up story?) and said that this
large planet the size of Jupiter could
not be seen by any of the observatories with telescopes equipped
with infrared detectors. That in fact
the object was seen in the constellation Ophiuchus in the vicinity of the
star, Van Biesbroeck 8, and not in
the constellation Orion. In fact it was
nothing more than a huge gas sphere,
case closed.

"My psychic impression is that the
aliens arc awaiting the time when
mankind so weakens itself through
warfare and pollution of Earth that
it won't be able to offer even token
resistance."

In 1983 then President Ronald
Reagan introduced the world to
Star-Wars, a defense from incoming
missiles from Russia. But for some in
the UFO field were soon to learn,
SDI was made for incoming hostile
spacecraft from outer space.

But was it closed or did someone just
try to close it? While the discovery of
Nemesis stunned scientists, it came
as no surprise to famed Scandinavian psychic Sven Peterson.

SDI consists of three phases.

"For the past five years, I've been
getting mental impressions of an unseen but e n o r m o u s planet
mysteriously orbiting on the very
fringe of our solar system," Peterson
says.

*Phase I. High Endoatmospheric
Defense Interceptor (H.E.D.I.)
* Phase II. Exoatmospheric Reentry
Interceptor Subsystem (E.R.I.S.)
And Alternative Midcourse Interceptor Technologies (A.M.I.T.)

"The psychic impressions I've been
receiving have been frightening, but
I've tended to dismiss them because
I accepted scientist's assertions that
all the planets in our solar system had
been discovered eons ago.

*Phase III. Full Scale Development
of the G.B.I. (Ground Based Interceptor)
* Phase One SDI deployment, Hightech kinetic-kill machines. A constellation of tiny rocket-powered
devices each 3 ft. long and weighing
less then 100 pounds—that would ind e p e n d e n t l y detect, track and
neutralize incoming saucers, (mis-

"This new discovery, however, has
proved that my impressions were
valid, and they're very frightening."
Peterson says that the planet is populated by a huge army of space aliens
placed there centuries ago.
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siles) Another key to Phase One
deployment will be the Boost Surveillance Tracking System (BSTS),
an infrared detection satellite that
would hand off target data to other
SDI elements.

for all of this is located at the Joint
Defense Space Research Facility
(J.D.S.R.F.) at Pine Gap, Australia,
in the MacDonnell Mountain Ranges about 12 miles by air from the
dead center of Australia. Surface
entrance 23 degrees 48 min. South.
Also it includes a Low-Budget High- 133 degrees 43 min. East. Its a Deep
duration super-satellite using low- U n d e r g r o u n d M o u n t a i n B a s e
thrust ion rockets that could go to the
D.U.M.B.) some 5.3 miles deep
moon and back or orbit the Earth
28,000 feet down). Operational
many times before burning out. The Navigation Map lists Pine Gap as
100 pound craft can be fitted with 'R-233', with a restricted radius of 5
any sensor.
nautical miles. Its original function is
to execute research and develop* P h a s e Two SDI deployment, ment of space defense technology.
E.R.I.S:, killer space-based satel- The primary responsibility for Pine
lites, which includes a space-based Gap is D.A.R.P.A., Defense AdNuclear Power Station, (which looks vanced Research Projects Agency.
like a modular space station.)
Chemical Laser Sats, Rail Gun Sats,
Particle Beam Sats, Nuclear-Accelerated weapons like X-ray lasers Which brings us to the Secret Wars.
and Gaser a Gamma-ray laser.
In January of 1989 certain UFO experts here in the U.S. were made
P h a s e Two SDI d e p l o y m e n t , aware of a huge planetoid (which is
A.M.I.T:, Shotgun like Satellites and a huge spaceship) 4,300 miles in
a 100 or more satellites each holding diameter coming to Earth to enslave
150 interceptors ready to launch at the entire planet. This planetoid,
midcourse incoming saucers (mis- which is expected to use the solar
siles).
system's magnetic grid field as a
method of anti-gravity-type travel,
* Phase Three SDI deployment, would use the fullmoon as its timing
G.B.I:, F-15 launched Anti-Satellite and attraction point to Earth. Thus
missile, High Altitude Advanced one day before the full moon and two
Stealth Cruise Missile, U.S. Army days after was considered a danger
Airborne Laser Jet, (the size of a point for Earth. This planetoid com727) L a s e r B a t t l e S t a t i o n s , mand s t a t i o n after t a k i n g its
Electromagnetic Rail Gun Battle respected orbit would then send
Stations, "One man laser cannons" large space liners to a certain point
equipped with Computer Enhanced in the United States when the grid
Infrared tracking and detection energy was high.
computer (C.E.I.R.). Which can
"see' invisible objects with an By March of 1989, large space liners
electro-gravitational force field sur- or 'motherships' were seen with host
rounding the craft producing in- of smaller ships in certain states in
visibility, Neutron Particle Beam the U.S.. These space liners to my
weapons which can also double as understanding are not part of the
brain scramblers and much much planetoid, but are part of a vast "Netmore.
work" of aliens arriving here on an
almost daily level. The reason for this
From my u n d e r s t a n d i n g the is because Earth is being set up to
Supreme Battle Command Station
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specializing in aeronautical invention. As a naval officer he was assigned to aeronautical engineering
duty in World War II and the Korean
War. He was a patent lawyer and
patent engineer with the U.S. Army
for the Werner Von Braun team of
space scientists at Huntsville,
A l a b a m a . He holds a c a d e m i c
degrees in engineering and history, is
a member of the bar of three courts,
and holds more then 50 patents in
aeronautical, marine and building
construction inventions. He is also
author of numerous articles and of a
history of aeronautical invention.

take a bad fall. Aliens plan to make
Earth a part of a One Galactic
Government, (through the New
World Order?) controlled by imperialistic-totalitarian aliens with a
God complex. These aliens now
coming here have set up underground/underwater bases some time
ago, and some are being reactivated
after a time in mothballs. They all
have been given a piece of the pie by
the head Vermin, and therefore have
their own assignments such as terrorism, spying, sabotage, kidnapping, vice and murder. Earth is in a
state of attitude of a patient too sick
to resent the undertaker measuring
him. ("It's Earth's last mile", we said)

In the F o r e w o r d of his b o o k
"Mystery of the Skymen" Cmdr
Moore says:

Deep underwater and underground
bases might be a third of the problem
however. Large 'Mass Spacers' or
motherships up to a mile long have
been seen this year alone.

" To the reader who has had little
o c c a s i o n to a c q u i r e d e t a i l e d
knowledge of UFOs (this information) may seem incredible and/or
shocking. It was to me at first, but
now like a surgeon grown old in observation of human suffering and
death, its still unfolding pattern no
longer shocks me. 1 just feel we need
to learn more and more about these
influences - their monstrous evil and
possibly occasional good. We of the
Earth's surface have been exploited
too long, and we need to try to
defend ourselves. First we need what
may be called military intelligence of
the opposition. This book is part of
it."

Dr. Morris K. Jessup once claimed
that two Large 'Mass Spacers' were
very close to earth, one was a saucer
and one a cigar shaped craft each
was ten miles long. Further he
believed that the aliens used to live
here long ago, but that some evacuation or war took place on Earth and
they left. This has been further substantiated by Zecharia Sitchin's research, as will be discussed later.

Commander Moore presents massive evidence to support several
hypotheses regarding the space
aliens which he calls "Skymen": (1)
Skymen have been visiting and exploiting our planet E a r t h for
thousands of years, but although they
appear far ahead of our 20th century
in some things, they seem behind us
in others and still work in stone and
metal.

With this remarkably courageous
book, Alvin E. Moore has earned a
unique place in Ufological history
occupied by only a handful of dedicated pioneers.
His background includes education
at the U.S. Naval Academy, The
American University, et. al. He was
a nautical scientist with the Navy
Department, American vice-consul
in Mexico, A U.S. Patent Examiner
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(2) While some skymen possibly
come from underground/underwater bases from the Earth or the
Moon and beyond, most of those
coming here since 1946 are from
bases on "SKY ISLANDS" orbiting
near the Earth's surface in Large
Numbers and in Rings. These Sky
Islands migrate swiftly eastward over
the Earth and probably depending
on their altitude, which is variable,
bring about all sorts of strange events
beneath them - many deliberately
engineered by skymen.
(3) The skymen have caused incalculable harm to Earth and its inhabitants by the release of "Sky
chemicals". The sky islands themselves, from the very nature of their
materials which compose many
skyfalls, are thought to consist of
dust, gravel, ice and sky chemicals
(noxious gases), and are hidden from
our sight by sheaths of clouds and
alien technology.
(4) The "sky chemicals" and gravitylike forces of the sky islands and
skycraft have caused untold harm to
Earth and its life-forms through
fires, explosions, paralysis and diseases, adverse ana unusual weather,
earthquakes, etc.
(5) Skymen are responsible for
u m p t e e n "accidents" involving
planes, boats, cars and trains and for
causing many other disasters.

This grim conclusion is based on
facts.' "...I point out that General
Douglas MacArthur stated that our
next great war would be against invading space men. Are we already in
it? .... Amid dark viewings as we are,
and possibly faced by colossal
danger in the future: Before it is too
late, we of the earth's surface should
form a strong, world republican
government, empowered at present
only to conduct our c o m m o n
defense, help in disasters, and collect international customs duties to
pay for this common defense and
disaster aid. But instead, we are in
semi-hostile armed camps."
Finally, it might just be worth mentioning that Commander Moore
wrote this book in 1981, that he
worked as a C.I.A. intelligence officer and "that time is not on our
side."
From interstellar planet-size ships
like Nemesis to small sky islands in
neutral gravity zones (NGZ) parked
or moving, we are all on very thin ice.
The abduction rate of humans has
skyrocketed in the past 10 years, As
one UFO expert said," there are
more abductions now than there are
UFO sightings."
In my findings so far, evidence suggests the planetoid heading towards
earth is a strategic military command
station, and its command personal
are seven to nine foot tall reptilian
humanoids. These R e p t o i d s as
they're called do not fear humans in
any way. Contactee cases of individuals who have been kidnapped
by the Gray aliens then flown to underground bases have reported that
the Grays work for the Reptoids as
mercenaries or SS-like bodyguards,
that there are many Reptoids in underground bases and that they like to
eat humans like we eat chicken.
Children are preferred because the

(6) Skymen are directly involved in
kidnapping many humans and extracting blood from numerous
animals and humans, and may be indirectly involved in many mysterious
murders and other atrocities. As
Commander
Moore
points
out... "Such takings of blood are not
restricted to victims that are animals.
There is a blood-thirsty, blood-consuming bunch of skymen above us either coming from sky islands or via
the sky from inner-earth hollows.
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meat is unpoisoned by alcohol,
nicotine, drugs, caffeine and other
poisons that are found in adults.
Nemesis on the other hand is a
space-based (remaining outside the
solar system) tactical command battle station, fully operational, ready
and waiting for the strategic military
command station, a moon-sized
planetoid, to link up with it. After
this giant command station module
takes off from Nemesis, it will head
directly to Earth, to take up a orbit
300,000 miles away from the planet
Earth, behind the Moon following its
orbit. This planetoid command
module will be invisible as it takes
orbit behind our moon. But when the
time comes to show itself, it will.

Launch Rocket Systems, Transatmospheric Vehicles (TAV), Particle
Beams, Neutron Particle-Beam
Weapons and Advanced Biological
Weapons (this refers to animals
being used for military acquisition).

SDI-WARS
I became aware of a global plan for
advanced weapons projects in 1987.
This plan called for all advanced
weapons projects to be completed by
1997. 182 laboratories around the
world are now in secret research
projects for SDI, These countries include the United Kingdom, France,
Sweden, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Belgium, S w i t z e r l a n d ,
Greece, Spain, Turkey, Austria,
Hungary, Portugal and Poland.
Research projects: Ceramics,
Marine Technology, Ion beam
modification, Laser beam modification of materials, Thermal Plasma
Technology, Magic-Angle Spinning
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
(MAS-NMR), Levitation, Grain
Size Microstructure Monitoring by
Ultrasonic Attenuation Analysis (
3mm in diameter), Laser cutting
machines, Coatings for advanced
technology, High speed Electrothermochemical weapons, Plastic Tanks
(harder then steel), Rail gun Tanks,
Laser Tanks, Hypersonic air-to-air
missiles, High speed Multiple
10

The United States seems to coordinate all the countries and put to
work what seems best for R&D at
the time here in the U.S.
John Lear told the world that MJ-12
was divided between telling the
public of the "Grand Deception" and
the "Horrible truth" of what they bargained away for at the cost of high
technology from the aliens. The
other part of MJ-12 (and Majority)
thought SDI was the best way to continue and to tell the public was out of
the question. (unless maybe in
science fiction movies?)
The reason I mention MJ-12 (the
secret government agency assigned
to deal with the UFO/Alien situation) at this time is because there is
no answer yet as to what to do about
these aliens already here on Earth.
MJ-12 apparently does not know the
answer, they have plans but no real
hopeful future. They have many options, but just a few to choose from.
To my understanding a rebellious
team of anti-alien soldiers have
started up both overt, and covertly to
fight the hoards of aliens landing
here. Certain members of MJ-12
want to keep hidden the story of cattle mutes and human abduction from
the people because so many humans
have been hurt by the aliens, and the
deal MJ-12 made with them was not
honored. We are only now starting to
build weapons with the capacity to
knock them out of the sky.
The other members of MJ-12 are
allowed to jam up the works as much
as can be done without tipping off
the aliens or the public in any way. A
lot of good information on what the

aliens are doing comes from "Double
Agent Implants". However this information most of the time pays off
very little. The aliens run their own
propaganda machine from their
alien sky islands high above our
heads and don't tell their victims the
whole story by any means.
Maybe this second group of MJ-12
personal are jamming up the works
all the time with permission from
other members of MJ-12? For example: As far back as 1979 it was well
known that the aliens at Dulce, New
Mexico, used atomic powered
spaceships. The aliens also helped
the government forces to build an
atomic ship and have since built
several. These are very dangerous
spaceships because of the Plutonium
pellet fuel used in the reactors. (This
makes for a fuel that gives off
plutonium exhaust)
By D e c e m b e r of 1988 all the
plutonium processing facilities were
all closed, 17 in all in 12 states.
If you check into UFO history all
over the world you will find that the
"Gods" have always used Earth as an
atomic fuel station and a genetic testing ground.

Spacecraft Propulsion and
Nuclear Fusion Engines
At
Lawrence
Livermore
Laboratory, Roderick Hyde has
done what may be the most advanced
work to date on a spacecraft propulsion system based on nuclear fusion,
the energy source that powers the
stars. Such an engine would bring the
planets in the solar system to within
a few weeks' travel time. It even
would make voyaging to nearby stars
conceivable.
Roderick Hyde put together a
remarkably detailed design for a
laser-fusion-powered spacecraft.
Since getting his degree and coming
to Livermore to work, he periodically has updated the design as
research in this area has progressed,
aided by powerful computers used in
nuclear weapons research.
Laser fusion is one of two basic approaches being pursued to harness
the energy source of the stars - and
of the hydrogen bomb - to provide
power.

This year, the United States is spending $300 million on research in the
area. The details are tightly classified, but the basic concept involves
On November 25, 1990 the Energy making pellets less then a millimeter
Department's civilian contractor in diameter out of the basic inEG&G Inc., said they could have the gredients of a hydrogen bomb. Five
first building - a laboratory up and to 10 of these are detonated per
running by March of 1991 at Rocky second by intense pulses of light
Flats.
from giant lasers. To do this, the pellet must be compressed to 1000 times
More likely is an effort to begin the density of liquid and heated to
plutonium recycling at a new Savan- 100 million degrees Celsius.
nah River installation known as the
"New Special Recovery Facility." In outline, it would be a slender
This facility, which has been built cylinder. At the front is an enclosed
and is undergoing 'Environmental' area for crew and cargo. The engine
review could do some of the work itself is a cylindrical lattice work.
previously handled at Rocky Flats.
Along its axis 70 to 100 lasers are
aligned. These are placed on a series
of rotating cylinders, like the barrels
on an old-fashioned Gatling gun.
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After each laser has released its fiery
bolt of light, the cylinder rotates and
another laser chamber moves into
position. A series of mirrors split the
laser light beams and direct them
back to the thrust chamber where the
pellets are burned. The light itself
would be a deeper violet than human
eyes can see, so would be invisible.
Most of the thrust chamber, the
fusion engine's version of the rocket
nozzle, also is immaterial. That's because it consists mainly of a magnetic
field. The only thing physical is a
circular magnetic coil. Fashioned
out of superconducting material, this
generates a magnetic field strong
enough to divert the blast of charged
particles from the nuclear explosions
to the rear of the craft.
In this design, 700 tons of fuel are
enough to take you any place in the
solar system. Forty percent of the
energy released by the microscopic
bombs is converted to thrust. The
nuclear engines also weigh 700 tons
as well.
The scientist calculates that such a
spaceship should be able to sustain a
steady acceleration of half gravity. It
also would be capable of achieving
speeds of 0.1 to 0.2 times the speed
of light. At this rate, a quick trip to
see the red sands of Mars would take
one to two weeks. A voyage to the gas
giant Jupiter would require 5 weeks
or so.

UFO HISTORY
Information given from many sources about what the aliens do for food
is the "Horrible truth" that MJ-12 did
not want to tell the public about, plus
the fact that the aliens drain us for a
drug, adrenalcrom, from which they
get high. There are two different
ways to extract this drug from a
human. It is produced in the brain
12

when the human is experiencing terror, and is extracted by the aliens
while the human is in the process of
being tortured and killed.
This is more of the "Horrible truth"
we were not told of about the aliens
in their UFOs, as Cynthia Crowell,
an abductee, found out first hand
from the Grays.
She says, "(Its)...like a potent, much
sought-after drug for them. They can
take it out of us and bottle it, so to
speak, and use it recreationally,
scientifically or as a trade item, like
money." She adds, "Are we nothing
more than a human meat machine at
the beck and call of the glue factory
workers who need more glue? But
because of MJ-12 not telling us in
time, we still have blinders on and
can't quite see the words 'Glue
Factory on the side of the saucer as
it whisks us away to the vat or an
underground slave camp for hard
labor."

Humanity's Origin
Anthropologist, archeologist and
expert on ancient Middle Eastern
History, Zecharia Sitchen writes: "
Homo sapiens — the species of intelligent man — was created through
genetic manipulation by a superrace of aliens 300,000 years ago to
work in gold and uranium mines."
Don't discount this theory without
first reading his books, which are
painfully researched and documented to support the theory he offers.
Zecharia Sitchen is the noted author
of 5 carefully researched books
grouped under the general name
The Earth Chronicles" which treat
the subject of alien races.
He says, " The gods of the Middle
East, Greece and Rome were actual-

ly aliens who settled earth about
430,000 years ago".
He insists these theories are overwhelmingly supported by modern
translations of ancient texts and written legends, including the Old Testament which lifts passages from much
more ancient Sumerian texts almost
word for word in some cases. As his
research shows the alien society was
ruled by nobles whose origins were
not of earth and who had unearthly
features and flying craft.
Their working class had worked in
the mines for 130,000 years, until
they went on strike over working
conditions. Later human beings
were created by genetic engineering
to take the place of the Annunaki,
their worker class. They eventually
left earth after their people began to
cross breed with humans and discipline broke down among their
people. Before they left, they set up
control systems to govern and direct
h u m a n i t y t h r o u g h p r i e s t s and
religions, so they would progress culturally toward a civilization that
could later be controlled when and if
they ever returned.
And now that their descendants and
other aliens arc here the stakes of
labor are quite high. Maybe all hostile aliens consider that humans were
created to serve them like slaves or
cattle and were abandoned here on
this planet and perhaps they just
consider us to be untended meat
people --human livestock,-- selfsatisfied livestock at that.

nibalism, They were tremendously
advanced - yet cannibalism was part
of their daily life. And the degree of
killing was staggering.
Historians say that in one incredibly
bloody ceremony that took several
days, the Aztecs slaughtered 75,000
prisoners of war and then ate them.
And in the same year, the Aztecs
may have butchered as many as
250,000 members of neighboring
tribes, cooked them in massive vats
and then happily gorged themselves
on human flesh.
They began by
making human sacrifices to the Gods
(the aliens in their UFOs) And
E V E N T U A L L Y . . . d e c i d e d they
might as well take nourishment from
the same diet the Gods ate: Human
flesh.
This led to the macabre slaughter
ceremony. The Spanish chroniclers
reported that at the dedication of the
great pyramids of Tenochtitlan (now
Mexico City) in 1487, four lines of
prisoners stretching for two miles
each were sacrificed by a team of
executioners who worked night and
day.
The Aztec prisoners of war were
m a r c h e d up the s t e p s of the
pyramids where their chests were slit
open and their hearts, still pumping,
were ripped out. Then the prisoners
were rolled down the steps of the
pyramids where the people divided
up the bodies and ate them.

With their weak minds Clarkes law
came into play," Any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic. The aliens at the
Long ago between A.D. 1168 to time convinced the A z t e c high
1519...The Aztecs were history's priests that they were gods, They
most bloodthirsty cannibals, who made some type of pact or treaty
knew of the gods from above. The (sound familiar?) with the Aztecs,
Aztecs were the only society in promising ceremonial magic-power
human history which practiced in- in place of high technology for a soon
stitutionalized and dietary can- to be human livestock farm where
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even the Aztecs were at the aliens
beck and call.
As Richard Shaver (who wrote of
subterranean civilizations) said
about Deros..." There is a horror like
hell out in space where the UFO
come from and to which they go.
There is the same horror in our
under-world caverns. There was the
same h o r r o r u n d e r the A z t e c
pyramids...where they ate the dead.
You really want to know why the
UFO come here, don't you? I will put
it simple. One...They come to eat
you. Two...They come to beat you.
Three...They come to earth to
enslave. They come to EAT you,
secretly...so you won't make a fuss
about being eaten. They come to
BEAT you if you in any way refuse
the process of being made into a race
of mindless robots .
So you see we might not be in any
different shape in a way than the
A z t e c s w e r e except we were
promised High Technology instead
of magic-power. They still live underground! The UFO-aliens were
carnivorous in the year 1168 for
human meat-people and I don't find
these UFO aliens unable to distinguish between right and wrong
(amoral). I'm sure they knew just
what they were doing the whole time.
As Richard Shaver said "...To understand the Dero is to understand murd e r , the drinking of blood,
cannibalism, witchcraft and the like".
So...Maybe we can see that the "Horrible truth" of the UFOs has been
around us for a long time, That we
have been beaten and eaten for many
centuries now should come as no
shock to you. But there's more.
The Aztecs according to New
Mexico Indian myths came from
Taos, New Mexico, that their God,
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the Sun God, needed sacrificed
humans and blood for its nourishment. Montezuma is said to have
been born near Taos and trained by
beings who lived in caverns, then is
said to have lead his followers south
and founded Tenochtitlan (Mexico
City).
New archeological evidence has
come to light suggesting that Satan traditionally portrayed as a creature
with red reptilian skin, horns, goats
eyes and a tail - might really be a
creature from another planet.
That is the astounding conclusion of
a scholar and writer excavating ancient Aztec ruins in the mountains of
southern Mexico. Avery Osborn has
found carvings in the tomb of an
Aztec prince showing creatures that
look remarkably like the horned
Satan of ancient folklore and
religion.
"He has a tail, a scaled skin and
horns. He is standing near a shape
that looks remarkably like a space
ship," says Dr. Osborn, who has lived
and worked for the past three years
in the small mountain town of San
Crisiobal de las Casas.
"These creatures probably abused
the Indians here. They probably
stank and may have even forced
them into sexual relations".

Dulce, New Mexico has a large underground alien base there. About
three years ago a video tape was
smuggled out showing that the aliens
process humans there for all kinds of
strange and unlawful genetic experiments resulting in monstrous creations. Workers in Level Seven have
reported seeing people with more
than one head, more than two arms,
and even a six-legged "spiderman".

The Dulce underground complex
has many levels which the aliens use
for their work. Level 7, the most
notorious, is known as "Nightmare
Hall" where they not only conduct
genetic e x p e r i m e n t s , but also
process and freeze humans for food.
This is not the only alien base in the
United States that stores humans in
large freezer units underground, but
is the one most people know about.
Unlike u n d e r the pyramids of
Tenochtitlan where the 7 foot tall
reptoid type aliens (apparently
Draconians) ate heartily in 1487,
they now have cryogenic "deepfreeze" walk-in units utilizing liquid
nitrogen to keep the temperature at
extreme sub- zero cold levels for
their food supply and their synthetic
food supply. These deep-freeze
cryogenic human food-capsules are
vented and exhausted in such a way
as to let the aliens view the bodies at
any time stored along the side of the
cavern walls at Level7.
This does make one wonder about all
those people, adults and children
who disappear every year, never to
be seen again.

44 YEARS AGO GERALD
ANDERSON SAW A UFO
"I was in awe," recalls Gerald Anderson of his arrival in New Mexico with
his family in July 1947. (Gerald was
5 years old)
"I was in the wild frontier. There
were real, live Indians out there."

with heads disproportionately large
for their bodies by human measure,
and almond-shaped, coal-black
eyes. They huddled in the shadow of
a 50-foot-diameter silver disc - a
"flying saucer" that had crashed into
a low hillside on the rim of what
locals call the Plains of San Augustin.
Anderson, a former police chief at
Rockaway Beach and Taney County
deputy sheriff who now works as a
security officer in Springfield, is
adamant about events on that hot
midsummer day so long ago.
"I saw them. I even touched one of
the creatures. I put my hand on their
ship. And I wasn't alone - my dad, my
uncle, my brother and my cousin all
saw the same things. And so did a lot
of other people. But they aren't talking."

Among those listening most intently
are some of the foremost researchers
into the UFO phenomena. These experts say Gerald Anderson appears
to be an important link in a frustratingly fragmented chain of evidence
concerning the most famous - or infamous - chapter in UFO annals: the
so called "Roswell Incident."
Anderson says he was watching "Unsolved Mysteries" about the Roswell
UFO crash and called a 1-800 number that flashed onto the screen. "I
guess I figured that if people were
still interested in this thing, they
might as well get it straight".

Then, says Anderson, on his second
day in the southwest, he bumped into
real, live creatures from a truly alien
The Anderson family arrived in Alworld.
buquerque from Indiana on July
There were four - two dead, one 4,1947. While looking for moss agate
dying, one apparently uninjured. in a 1940 Plymouth - Uncle Ted, my
The creatures were about 4 feet tall, cousin Victor (Ted's 8-year-old
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son), my brother Glen, my dad and
myself, parked the car on top of a
ridgeline and started to walk down a
gully and dry creek bed and out into
the planes.
"But we came around a corner and
right there in front of us, stuck into
the side of this hill, was a silver disc.
There were some remarks like,
'There's a crash up here! Something's crashed up here!' And then
someone saying, 'That's a goddam
spaceship!'
"We all went up there to it. There
were three creatures, three bodies,
lying on the ground underneath this
thing in the shade. Two weren't
moving, and the third one obviously
was having trouble breathing, like
when you nave broken ribs. There
was a fourth one next to it, sitting
there on the ground. There wasn't a
thing wrong with it, and it apparently
had been giving first aid to the
others."
The fourth creature "recoiled in fear,
like it thought we were going to attack it." The adults tried repeatedly
to communicate with the frightened
creature, Anderson says, but there
was no audible response to greetings
spoken in English and Spanish
A few minutes after the Anderson
clan happened upon the bizarre
scene, six other people arrived - five
college students and their teacher.
They'd been working on an archeological dig around cliff dwellings a few miles away and had
decided to hike over after seeing
what they thought was a fiery meteor
crashing the night before. The
professor, a Dr. Buskirk, tried
several foreign languages in unsuccessful attempts to coax a verbal
response from the creature, Anderson says.

"To a kid from Indiana, it was hot,
brother, let me tell you. It was 115
(degrees) out there that day. But
around the craft, when you got close
to it, it was cold. When you touched
the metal, it felt just like it came out
of a freezer."
Anderson also touched one of the
creatures lying motionless on the
ground - and it, too, was cold. In his
child's mind, he had thought the
figures looked like dolls. But when
he felt the cold skin. "1 knew something wasn't quite right. Yuck!"
Anderson says he ran to the crest of
a nearby knoll to take stock. A pickup truck arrived on the ridge, and a
fellow whom researchers believe was
a civil engineer named Barney Barnett joined the curious audience. "I
remember thinking he looked like
Harry Truman. In 1947, every kid
knew what Harry Truman looked
like," Anderson says.
After a few minutes, Anderson summoned the courage to again creep
close to the strange saucer. It was
then, he says he felt something more
chilling then the surface of the craft
or the skin of the corpse: The upright
creature "turned and looked right at
me, and it was like he was inside my
head - as if he was doing my thinking,
as if his thoughts were in my head.'
Anderson remembers a mental sensation of falling and tumbling endover-end. "1 felt that thing's fear, felt
its depression, fell its loneliness. I
relived the crash. I know the terror it
went through. That one look told me
everything that quickly," he says with
a snap of his fingers.
Other things began happening
quickly about this time, Anderson
says. A contingent of armed soldiers
suddenly appeared. The creature,
which had calmed down after its initial fright, "went crazy" at the sight of
the soldiers. Thinking back on the
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creatures' plight today brings on
"the awfulest, horrible feeling,"
Anderson says.
"His situation was hopeless. He knew
it. H e ' d just lived t h r o u g h a
nightmare that most of us wouldn't
be able to psychologically stand.
He'd watched two of his crew, his
friends or maybe even his family, die.
He's watching another one die. He
knows there's no chance of rescue,
because the military was there and
his people weren't going to be able
to get to him.
"God only knows how far away from
home he was, and he knew he was
never going to see - if they have loved
ones - his loved ones again. He was
totally alone on a hostile planet, and
the only people who were showing
him kindness were being chased off
by the military at gun-point.

invasion force, when we got back up
on the hilltop. There were trucks,
there were airplanes - they had the
road blocked off and they were landing on it. They had radio communications gear set up. There were
ambulances, and more soldiers with
weapons."
Anderson believes the wreckage
scattered near Roswell and the
barely damaged saucer on the Plains
of San Augustin are connected.
"There was a gash in the side of the
disc we saw, like it had been crushed
in," he says. "The contour of the craft
would fit into that gash perfectly like another one these things had hit
it. I think two of these discs had a
mid-air collision. One exploded and
fell in pieces near Roswell, and the
other crash- landed where we found
it."

This story is far from over. Stanton
"As a kid, I was aware of what being Friedman a Nuclear physicist who
afraid of the dark was like, and the has lectured on more then 600 colfeeling I got from him was that feel- lege c a m p u s e s a b o u t U F O s ,
ing multiplied a million times. It was describes Anderson as "a really sigscary. It was terrifying."
nificant, potentially the most important" witness to what both men
Anderson says he lost sight of the believe was the aftermath of one of
creatures as the soldiers swarmed two spacecraft crashes in New
over the site. "The soldiers ushered Mexico in mid-summer 1947.
us out of there very unceremoniously. Their attitude, to describe it at Friedmen is co-authoring a book
best, was uncivilized."
b a s e d u p o n several y e a r s of
painstaking investigation into the
Another recollection strikes Ander- haunting mystery. He was startled,
son as odd today: The soldiers didn't upon meeting Anderson for the first
appear surprised about the other- time only a few months ago, to hear
worldly craft and creatures. They the Springfieldian echo details of the
d i d n ' t gawk, slack-jawed and yet-to-be-published research.
awestruck, as the Andersons had
done. "The soldiers weren't saying, "There's no way he could know some
'Gee, look at that!' They were very of these things unless he had been
cognizant of what they were looking there at the time," Friedman says.
at. They knew what it was."
And it too became apparent, Anderson says, that the Army knew what it
wanted to do with the find. "There
was a battalion of military, a real
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DO WE HAVE A TREATY
WITH ALIENS FROM
SPACE ?
Sources and documents recently
made public indicate aliens from
other planets have had treaties and
contacts with this world for a very
long time t h r o u g h o u t history.
Recent documents suggest the aliens
always break these treaties unless
they get everything they want. In the
past it was not hard for the aliens to
get everything they wanted because
they already had most of what they
needed. What they did need was
food, drugs, sex and slaves.
Unfortunately the aliens who concern us now, those 7 foot tall Reptoids from Draco eat humans for
food and can frequently extract glandular substances and drugs from
humans that will get them high, at the
cost of the human's life.
Most of the ancient civilizations that
were contacted by these aliens had
Kings and High Priests with a hunger
for Magic/Power. At other times in
history secret-societies made contact with aliens who had a like mind,
and formed covenants.
So it is not at all surprising to find out
that there are maybe five different
agreements between aliens and
humans that have been put to the
test. One in 1933, one in 1948 (agreement operational in 1952), one in
1954, one in April of 1964 and one in
the late sixties or early seventies.
This last alien group is vicious,
nefarious and ruthless and will stop
at nothing to get a one world government.
Let's talk about the treaty of April of
1964. Sources indicate this was a
contract with the Zeta Reticuli and
the "Network", a group of aliens that

are for the most part mercenaries
with a god complex, (that is, they like
to pretend to human abductees and
contactees that they are God's messengers and get abductees to worship
them.) There are seven races of
small gray aliens involved in this network, The new name they now use is
called "Unity".
The treaty was to give us special
atomic
technology,
atomic
spaceships. Beam technology, beam
weapons. And a thought beam technology, which is what the aliens use
for communication. They need
electronic nerve modifying metallic
implants to talk to each other.
In exchange, 1.) the aliens got quite
a few underground bases, 2.) They
were allowed to abduct humans on a
limited and periodic basis, (they
were supposed to provide MJ-12
with a list of all abductees and to
return them safely.) 3.) they were
helped with processing of a special
atomic fuel they need for their
spaceships, and 4.) were given
minerals, water, raw products and
much much other help.
Then the truth came out, shortly
before 1979, MJ-12 found out what
the Grays were up to at their secret
underground base at Dulce New
Mexico. The abductions of humans
were not for the "monitoring of a
developing civilization" as claimed,
but for illegal genetic engineering experiments to secure a crossbreed infant from human females.
Abductees were also found to have
Electro-Implants for biological
monitoring, tracking and control of
the abductee. Implementation of
posthypnotic suggestions. Termination of anyone who got in their way.
And if that were not enough they
found out that the aliens were using
humans (and cows) for glandular
secretions, enzymes, blood and hor18

monal secretions....Food and extraction of human substances for hallucinogenic drugs.
Fifteen years after the treaty, human
scientists working at Dulce risked
their lives to get MJ-12 the truth
about what the aliens were up to. An
Alpha team was sent in to try to free
the scientists but after sustaining a
heavy losses were able to free only 44
while 66 scientists perished in the
battle, and the base remained under
the control of the Grays.
There were many reasons for the U.S.
and the alien network to distrust
each other. All of these reasons
came to a head in 1979.
A certain group of aliens designated
as Orange group were in truth very
hostile toward humans because they
thought, and rightly so, that the U.S.
had used a large radioelectric beam
to knock their ships out of the sky.
The "Network" at the time (late 40s)
convened to decide what retaliation
to take. But their careful examination revealed a dangerous ray being
transmitted that would effect their
on-board computer systems causing
them to fall from the sky. They lost
several ships this way.
The aliens were told later during the
treaty signing that the radio electric
beam was an experimental cross
country Air Traffic Control system,
and was not used as any kind of
weapon at all. Little did the "Network" know that when we saw a
saucer on that radar system, which
had a 200 mile sweep, we "locked-on"
and "turned up the juice" and down
came the saucers.
However the U.S. also discovered
they had a problem with the aliens
when they found human body parts
in most of the saucers that crashed.
After the formal treaty between the
USA and the Alien Nation was
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signed sixteen so-called ambassadors were traded from each side.
The sixteen from the alien side were
Orange group, and were locked up
in New Mexico in a designated
facility called YY-II ice caves. Fifteen of the ambassadors died, (for
reasons unknown)
The orange
roup mistakenly thought the U.S.
ad killed their fifteen ambassadors
for medical autopsies. Consequently, they never returned their humans
to the U.S. government sponsors of
the t r a d e and the humans are
presumed dead also.

g

The United States was testing their
first atomic powered spaceship in
1979 at "Network" headquarters, Archuleta Mesa, Dulce New Mexico.
When they were given the first shipment of beam weapons from the
aliens. They found out that the bargained for beam weapons could only
be operated by the aliens themselves.
They also found out in 1979 that the
advanced beam weapon technology
could not be used against the aliens
in case of need.
The government objected to the
handicaps put on the weapons, arguing that this was not part of the deal.
The aliens replied that if the U.S.
were ever under attack by anyone
that they would man the beam
weapons and help out in the fight.
Later, as the atomic p o w e r e d
spaceship was in flight it crashed at
Archuleta Mesa, and the aliens
suspected sabotage because of the
beam weapon problem. The incidents almost led to a total war between the U.S. and the aliens.
Dulce was closed for a period of time
after that, maybe about two years,
but the aliens had other secret bases
around the world that are not on U.S.
or U.S.S.R. records. Also there are
up to three 'Mass-Spacers' in orbit,

in the area of 20,000 to 45,000 miles
out from earth.
However the abduction of earth
humans continued without government approval anyway, and secret
National Security Agency (NSA)
agents were directed to get to the
bottom of what they were dealing
with. Later, when Dulce opened
again to the aliens, the NSA put their
own doctors (or Handlers) on board
the 'Network' ships to help in the
abductions of earth humans.
The aliens accepted this as a good
idea because they still did not understand earth human physiology, (even
though they had been abducting
people for over 40 years.)
This was another way the NSA could
keep tabs on any type of information
that might fall thru the cracks. Also
in this way they could be at the scene
of the abduction from the inside of
the craft, and many times NSA
agents would have their cars parked
near enough and ahead of time to
film the entire abduction, then the
doctors would fill them in on what
happened inside of the craft in case
the aliens said something that they
could gain information from.

public an idea of the horrible truth
behind the UFO problem at the
time? Remember the Television
scries called "V"? V began in the
spring of 1983 as an NBC (10 hours)
miniseries about a group of apparently "friendly" aliens who come
to E a r t h , all-smiles, offering
miraculous scientific gifts and
making just a few reasonable requests for some abundant local elements in return.

grays. The reptilian humanoids have
facial features akin to the marine
iguana, but they walk on two legs.

Accepted at benign face value by the
majority of humans, the Visitors
soon set up shop by establishing
pseudo-fascist dictatorships in
major cities around the world.

Just as incredible, a US government
insider reports that more than 40
alien races have been using Earth as
a way-station for water and natural
resources. He adds:

Only a few earthlings, including TV
cameraman Mike Donovan and
scientist Julie Parish, discover the
Visitors' hideous secret: the aliens,
b e n e a t h their flawlessly complexioned, humanoid exteriors, are
actually reptilian carnivores with
powerful penchants for ruthlessness
and deceit. What's more, their
favorite food happens to be human
flesh. The abundant Earth- element
the Visitors have really been after is
us! (also consider the movies:
Predator 1 and 2.)

It would seem that MJ-12 found out
These abductions were put on the list long time ago that the large six to
that went to the Joint chiefs of staff eight foot Reptilian humanoids have
at the Pentagon. This list was man- been controlling the small grays for
datory as part of the treaty. But this a long time now. And based on my
may have been just for show. Be- personal interviews with one abduccause between 1979 and 1983 MJ-12 tee, it seems that even the half-breed
thru the NSA found out that reptilians have power over the grays.
t h o u s a n d s perhaps millions of I was told that these grays acted like
people were being abducted that SS type body guards for this reptilian
were not listed on the official abduc- half-breed. Also the grays were said
tion list. It became obvious that some to be more sinister than this parof the nation's missing children had ticular half-breed.
been used for collecting secretions
and other parts required by the In fact more and more people that
aliens.
are being abducted report seeing six
to nine foot tall reptilian humanoids.
So what could MJ-12 do that would To our understanding there are
not panic the public, while giving the seven different types of reptoids and
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Another contact informed us that
the grays are slaves of the Reptoids,
the Reptoids are genetically created
killing machines that are owned by
still another race of extremely
dangerous beings (Big nose, Orion
Grays?) who want to take over
Earth,

about the possibility of aliens coming
to E a r t h . He was a c c u s e d by
Mr. George Knapp of KLAS NEWS,
TV 8, of being part of the controversy. Mr. Knapp had good reason to
make such a statement. He has in his
possession Top Secret Biological
Documents that I supplied him that
directly tie Dr. Crain to Alien
Biological Experiments. He (Mr.
Knapp) did not tell the public about
the d o c u m e n t s , t h o u g h . Why
Not???

"Following all the controversy, Dr.
Crain quit his position with the
Planetary Society, stopped his public
speaking dates, and just disappeared. His last known telephone
"However, this reptilian species also number was 737-8631. He has not
utilizes human beings for food and answered it in some time. I think that
other energy resources. The increase with the right kind of pressure, Dr.
in disappearing children is due to Crain may be able to provide the
this alien species preying upon people with the information we have
humans, just as we kill cattle for our all known existed.
food."
The trick is just to get him pinned
down long enough or under pressure
enough to actually talk. I do not want
13 Aug 90
compensation for this information, I
do not want people to know who I
"I am writing you with some very am, just for them to be told the truth
serious observations that I have about a cover-up that has gone on for
made while working at the Nevada a very long time. Maybe if you contest site. These observations relate tact Mr. Knapp and work with him,
directly to the statements that the the information will eventually leak."
United States government is cover- It was signed: BILL
ing up the possession of alien
spacecraft and bodies at Area 51.
"For some time I have been very
closely acquainted with the young
Assistant Director of EBE-LAB/2
Dr. Danny Crain. He is a biologist
that has worked for a division within
the United States Navy since 1986.
Last year in May he made some brief
public appearances including the
Five O'Clock News, AM Southern
Nevada, and a couple of presentations at Horizons 1990. At Horizons
1990 he sat on an alien panel with
well known scientists and talked
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UFNS THAT FLY ACROSS
MY DESK

(UFNs
Notes)

=

Undesignated Filable

A 1952 CIA memo released in 1978
said that the CIA decided to "Push
PSI research as far and as fast as we
can in the direction of practical application."

"We believe the ETs' are testing our
ability to withstand psychological
warfare. To date, the people
selected haven't done too well in that
respect."
Deep Underground Mountain Base
= D.U.M.B.
March 12, 1990...Investment plans
for critical technologies arc in SDIO,
DNA (Defense Nuclear Agency) &
DARPA. One of the things needed
is "Brilliant weapons" & Survivable
(D.U.M.B.) command & control
systems.
Five areas where UFOs show up the
most: 1. Restricted military zones. 2.
Nuclear power plants. 3. Power stations/lines. 4. Water Reservoirs or
tanks. 5. Elementary schools.
The Pleiadian, Semjase, told Billy
Meier that "Increasingly Extraterrestrial Intelligences send manned
by Roboters and Androids ships
toward Earth, to be active there experimentally. This has been going on
for many years now, but at the time
now, this activity gets much enlarged, They even take earth human
beings for experiments and test-objects."
Definition, Webster's Third New International Dictionary, 1966 edition:
"re-tic-u-late...3: ...specif: of or relating to evolutionary change dependent on complex recombination of
genes from varied strains of a diversified interbreeding population..."
"We speak in terms of harnessing the
cosmic energy of ultimate conflict
between a united human race and
the sinister forces of some other
planetary galaxy..." Gen. D. MacArthur at West Point Military
Academy, 1962
"By the late 1960s and early seventies, scientists in secret groups and in

government employ, were in conscious contact with the Ahrimanic
aliens, and were spread all over the
world at secret bases doing the will
of the enemies of mankind. The
notorious men in black phenomenon
is rooted here." TJC

million assertions on alleged contacts with extraterrestrials and
beings from other dimensions, there
are only 203 in accordance with
truth, or about one real contact in
5,000 wrong assertions.

Carlos Allende died at Greely
Colorado, around Aug 23, 1986. He
made a death bed statement saying
"that in 1943 the Philadelphia Experiment produced 4.5 light-year
speed travel."

One thing is sure, and a decisive sign:
All there is religiously or even sectarianism founded in alleged contacts of any kind is identifiable from
the beginning as swindle, lie, fraud,
sick hallucination, imposture or
schizophrenia.

" Not to know about DEROS and all
the intermediate kinds of evil such as
loan sharks, gangsters, pimps and
murderers, is like walking in the
woods without knowing about rattlesnakes and picking one up to see
what makes it rattle." RSS

The true love and teaching of the
Spirit and of Creation does not know
a religion in the cultist sense, but
simply and only the complete and
universal valid truth of the Creation
and Spirit.

An ex-FBI agent said on the T.V.
Nightline program that 300,000 kids
between the ages of 11 & 19 disappear each year without a trace.

A WORD FROM BILLY
MEIER AND SEMJASE
Billy Meier Question: Now there are
all kinds of reports on extraterrestrial activities and contacts, e.g.
with the " A S H T A R COMMAND","UMMO", A N D T H E
"Galactic Union." What do the
Pleiadians say to this?
Semjase Answers: All the reports
and statements on alleged contacts
of Earth people with extraterrestrials of a so-called "Galactic
Union", or a g r o u p n a m e d
"UMMO", or with the much mentioned and alleged "ASHTAR
C O M M A N D " , are founded on
swindle,
lie,
fraud,
and
schizophrenic hallucinations, like it
is the case with each form of channeling and other countless horror
stories of alleged contacts; of one
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Regarding ASHTAR SHERAN,
there is yet to say that this name on
Earth rates as a pseudonym for the
e x t r a t e r r e s t r i a l c r i m i n a l and
querulous Aruseak. In earlier times,
that extraterrestrial was operating illegally and criminally on Earth.
Because of that he and his followers
were banished into another dimension, a very long time ago, by Lyrian,
Veganian, and Pleiadian security
forces, too far away to return, and
taken away all possibilities of traveling by technical or spiritual way. So
neither in the spiritual nor material
form is it possible for him and his
companions to contact Earth, or
with Earth people or other living
forms in our space-time structure.
Today, ARUSEAK alias ASHTAR
SHERAN and his followers have
tasks that are determined, led and
c o n t r o l l e d by the P l e i a d e a n s ,
Lyrians and Veganians and that do
not include tasks and contacts on
Earth anymore. All different assertions arc only lies, fantasies, hallucinations, fraud, imposturc(s), and
schizophrenia."

The above was from an excerpt from
an interview with Billy Meier, published in February 1989, this question was asked by Mr. Meier whose
extraterrestrial contacts were from
the Pleiadian Beam Ships, yielding
hundreds of photographs and video
films by Billy Meiers over a period of
time during which he carried on occasional discussions with Semjase,
the daughter of the Pleiadian Fleet
Commander.
O n e of the missions of the
Pleiadians, according to Semjase, is
to warn "Earth human beings" that
nasty space aliens are planning war
and conquest of Earth. As Semjase
said," Many of them are but rather
nasty contemporaries and live in a
certain barbarism, which is still
worse, than yours. (Earth) You
ought be on your care before these,
because they often fight against and
destroy everything,that comes along
their way. They even often have
destroyed whole planets and beaten
their inhabitants into barbarous
bondage."
They are "barbarous creatures" who
"travel through the cosmos." They do
come to Earth, Many among them
are Might-thirsty and wicked. "They
rob earth human beings (as well as
other planetary human beings from
other systems) and abduct and bring
them to their home planet. There
these poor (human) creatures then
lead a life as exhibition - and experimental objects.
The earth human being and all other
inhabitants of other worlds have to
take care for these (alien) creatures,
as in their malignity they often use
the strongest power. Feelings and
other humane characters and movements are often strange for them,
thus a (human) life means nothing of
worth for them."
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Semjase also said..."The earth
human being but has also to prepare
himself for to show fight against evil
intruders, which he yet can only
reach (accomplish) by a complete
union of all nations of your planet."
(a New World Order?)

SANDY LINKER SAW A
DEEP UNDERGROUND
MOUNTAIN BASE
Originally released March 3, 1983
Sandy Linker firmly believes he saw
a " M O T H E R BASE" inside a
remote mountain range in northern
Arizona!
Linker, who describes himself as a
beat-up old bronc buster, lives in
Eastern Vancouver Washington. He
was a young man in 1952 when he
spent six months breaking horses at
a remote corral in the Hualapai
Mountains, halfway between Las
Vegas, Nev., and Kingman, Ariz,
nearly 100 miles from the nearest
town.
"My ex-wife and I used to sit on the
fence of the Archibald corral and
watch the flying saucers." Linker said
"They seem to come right out of the
side of the mountains at about the
same time every evening."
Linker said he has been within 300
feet of one of the hovering UFOs,
which he said was about the size of a
two-story house, so close that a silvery-blue light from the machine
burned his eyes. He tried to take
ictures of the craft, but was foiled
by this same light.

p

"My ex-wife and I were driving
across the desert one night, when
suddenly our car was bathed in this
light," he recalled. "The engine just
plain stopped. Then, after whatever

it was had left I turned the ignition
and the engine started right up."
"1 went to the place where one had
landed," Linker said. "There was a
circle about 60 feet in diameter
where the grass had been singed and
sand had blown away. There were
indentation marks made by what appeared to be these landing pods."
When Linker tells his story in his cow
country drawl; one immediately becomes convinced he is telling the
truth. This is an honest, sincere
working man, not just another freak.
What he would like, he said, is to lead
an expedition of scientists back into
this remote country, to show them
exactly where the UFOs came out
every evening.
"They still might be there," he said.
"Even if they're not, there should still
be some evidence of them lying
around." Linker said that he firmly
believes the government knows
much more about them that it is letting on. End.
Even though this story came out in
1983, I have never seen it in print
anywhere other than in a newspaper
called the Columbian, from Vancouver, Washington. I find this very
interesting if you consider the craft
that crashed in Paradise Valley,
Arizona might have come from this
D.U.M.B.

ALTERNATIVE 3
According to the book: Alternative
3, printed in Great Britain, both the
U.S. and U.S.S.R. first found out
about the 3 "alternatives" in 1957 by
a Dr. Carl Gerstein in Huntsvillc,
Alabama at a closed-door conference attended by government officials.
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The first alternative, Gerstein explained, was to blow holes in the
stratosphere with nuclear bombs,
thereby allowing the escape of excess
CO-2 gas. This alternative, however,
was abandoned since the holes
would allow excess cosmic radiation
into our atmosphere and only make
matters worse.
The second alternative: to colonize
the underground caverns beneath
the surface of planet Earth to protect
them from overheating (or an iceage).

side of the Moon (Oct. 4,1959). The
United States' Pioneer 4 also
missed the Moon on its March 3,
1959 mission for Lunar impact—or so
we were told.
On March 6, 1960, the L.A. 'Times'
reported that information had been
received from an ex-Soviet missile
engineer to the effect that Russia
had twice successfully tested a giant
nuclear rocket. According to Dr.
Gerstein, one of the rockets blew up
on launch (the first one) in 1959,
which killed many people and
destroyed the launch pad.

Alternative # 3 : to colonize the
planet Mars! To escape completely James Oberg, in his book 'Red Star
from the Greenhouse Effect via their in Orbit', states the description of an
revolutionary technology. In that attempted space spectacular that
same conference they also talked backfired with a blast that killed
about using ordinary people as slave maybe 40, maybe a thousand, of the
labor (superfluous) to be rounded top Soviet space experts just when
up like cattle in 'Batch Consign- Premier Nikita Khrushchev was at
ments". In the same manner, those the U.N. October 1960, looking for a
who were intended "Designated chance to brag that his team had
Movers" were scrutinized more launched a space probe to Mars.
closely on intelligence factors, e.g.
how their brains could help the After Lunik III, Russia started going
project.
to Mars, Beginning on October 10,
1960. U - l was the name of that
On January 2, 1959 the Soviets probe. U-2 launched on October 14,
launched their first lunar probe from 1960, it was an unannounced mission
the main Soviet c o s m o d r o m e , identified by U.S. sources as going to
Tyuratam. The Soviets refer to Mars. Of U.S. probes, mission
Tyuratam as "Baikonur", a site 5 r e s u l t s are also r i d d l e d with
times larger than Cape Canaveral, spacecraft failure, missed Moon
with 80 to 85 launch pads. However, shots, communications lost-enfor its objective for lunar impact, it route, failure to leave Earth orbit,
really missed the moon—or so we etc. Or so we were told.
were told. This lunar probe really
shot pictures of the far side of the There were 11 space shots in 1962;
moon, 'eight months before' the five were U.S.S.R. unannounced
moon shot that was given credit for missions, the rest were U.S. shots,
not counting the May 22, 1962 shot
taking the pictures.
the book talks about landing a probe
They found vegetation (in the on Mars.
twilight areas) and also found that
the Moon was made of decomposed Evidence suggests that the supergranite-like dirt when Lunik III took powers landed men on the Moon
to the Moon, it secretly dropped a between 1960 and 1961, and were
344-pound equipment capsule as it setting up their Moon Bases for a big
came within 4,350 miles from the far launch to Mars where the super25

powers would then set up their Mars
Bases. There is a further likelihood
that the superpowers set up their
Mars bases in the latter part of 1963.
Meanwhile back on Earth, the sup e r p o w e r s were g a t h e r i n g "components" (slaves) to be de-brained
and de-sexed, rounded up in "batch
consignments". In fact, led by behaviorists, psychiatrists, psychosurg e o n s , genetic m a n i p u l a t o r s a n d
biocomputer technicians, virtually
the entire scientific establishment
within the last four d e c a d e s has
focused on exotic and largely "unpublished" research aimed at
wholesale manipulation of human
behavior and the obliteration of independent personality and freedom
of individual choice.

Tracking Implanted People?
When told of controlling people by
remote electronics, the ultra- secret
National Security Agency came up
with the figure of 25,000,000 people
in the U.S. alone who they would like
to monitor (and which they are now
quite capable of doing!)
In fact the very first electronic-implants were put into teeth, they were
small radio transmitters, just like
bone phones, the messages would go
right up into the skull. Dr. Delgado
became famous for stopping a bull
with a brain implant (technofascism). T h e r e is i m p l a n t i n g of
prisoners now in the prisons who go
out on electronic parole with little
implants under their skin. This is
done openly by the hundreds. Then
there
are
the
Designated
Movers....These people, extremely
intelligent and with very high I.Q.s
were coerced or even forcibly taken,
into occupations aimed toward the
colonization of Mars. Only those
people who had the talents necessary
to build a new Utopia' were chosen.
T h e y c o n s i s t e d of: a e r o s p a c e

s p e c i a l i s t s , physicists, m e t e o r o logists, a s t r o n o m e r s , endocrinologists, nutrition specialists,
c o n s t r u c t i o n a l e n g i n e e r s , administrators with international experience, physicists, mathemeticians, doctors, chemists,
neurologists, bacteriologists, computer specialists, mining technicians,
paleontologists, neurosurgeons,
psychologists,
photorespiration/photosynthesis/plant reproductivity e x p e r t s , and e l e c t r o gravitational "saucer" experts.
You have to understand that when
the J A S O N G r o u p (of which George
Bush is said to be a member) started
Alternative-3 to go to Mars, their
understanding of the problem was
simple! "Get the hell off this planet
while t h e r e ' s still time, or else!"
W A S H I N G T O N - (Sept. 30, 1990)
The House passed Friday a $44 billion, three- year spending authorization bill for N A S A that includes
President Bush's proposal to place a
settlement on the Moon and begin
work on a m a n n e d expedition to
Mars.
The National Aeronautics and
Space Administration bill includes
no money for the Moon and Mars
program in the next fiscal year but
would spend $444 million to begin it
in fiscal 1992 and $649 million in fiscal 1993. (What about the other 42.9
billion?) The bill won approval on a
voice vote after a brief debate. It goes
to a conference committee to work
out differences with the Senate.

Having an interest in atomic fusionpower spaceships, I especially like
Bob Lazar's understanding of how
the aliens spaceships are run on element 115, which can only be made in
an environment of binary or twin
stars. Bill Cooper suggested there
were plans to turn J u p i t e r into
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a n o t h e r sun, as was suggested in
Clark's 2010. This would create a
binary system in our area like that of
the Z e t a Reticuli aliens. A r e they
behind this? Is there another way to
create element 115?

tions of humans and information associated with those abductions such
as what the purpose is, how they take
lace, who is behind them, a n d what
happens to the abductees. My personal meetings and interviews with
abductees will be discussed, along
with my o b s e r v a t i o n s of alien
programming of the abductees.

The apparent success of the coldfusion technique has stimulated efforts to extend it to the long-standing
search for super heavy elements. The
possibility that such elements might
exist is suggested by the shell model
of the n u c l e u s , w h i c h d e s c r i b e s
nucleons as occupying successive
shells m u c h like t h e shells of
electrons that determine the chemical properties of atoms.
E a c h shell can hold a particular
number of nucleons, and filled shells
bring enhanced stability. T h e filling
of nucleon shells in elements with
atomic numbers in the range from
114 to 126 is expected to make such
hypothetical nuclei unusually stable.
Elements occupying such an "island
of stability" would presumably be
easier to detect than elements with
atomic numbers ranging from 109 to
114.

**************************
This brief informal overview and introduction of the U F O phenomenon
in 1991 has opened many general
topics for further examination. U n fortunately time and space did not
allow m o r e d e t a i l , n o r have we
covered many of the sources for
statements made as that would have
disrupted the flow and amount of
general information.
Future issues of The Alien Digest
will cover more details on the various
topics and list sources for readers to
research these things for themselves
if they wish.
Issue #2 of the Alien Digest will deal
in greater detail with alien abduc-

The general format will be different
from this especially regarding m o r e
detailed subject matter covered.

HOW TO GET FUTURE
COPIES OF ALIEN
DIGEST AT BARGAIN
RATES
This is an introductory issue of the
Alien Digest, which we h o p e you
found informative. While everything
presented here is based on information that is in the public domain,
Much of the synthesis or compiling
of that information as p r e s e n t e d
here is found no where else. If you
have an interest in pursuing these
issues further and extending your
depth of understanding as well as
receiving the sources for further exploration on your own you will want
to receive further issues of Alien
Digest. Those who seek the full story
on U F O s will want to receive every
detail packed issue. But you must
first decide if you want the full truth
about
UFOs:
FOR ALIEN
DIGEST
IS
NOT
FOR
EVERYONE; IT IS FOR T H E
FEW W H O THINK FOR T H E M SELVES AND HAVE S O M E
KNOWLEDGE OF UFOS, BUT
WHO WANT THE REAL STORY
AND INFORMATION NORMALLY HIDDEN FROM T H E
PUBLIC.
Each issue of A L I E N D I G E S T sells
for $10.00,-UNLESS you invest in a
subscription at only $27.00 for 6 is-
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sues per year, that's only $4.50 per
information packed issue!

At the time of this writing, Only the
ALIEN DIGEST is ready to tackle
these tough issues and questions that
turn others into debating jelly fish
about whether what was seen or experienced was illusion or reality.

You think that's expensive? You say
you can get a one or two pound slick
glossy magazine off the news stand
for less? That's because magazines
are filled with advertisements and With ALIEN DIGEST we plan to
are printed by the millions; We don't sell information, not pounds of
have that ability. A n d those paper and ink. The information was
magazines don't inform you on UFO acquired at a great price. So we think
information that is almost impos- we are selling ALIEN DIGEST at
sible to find elsewhere without help, truely bargain rates. Don't you
do they? No, of course not. So agree with that? But if you are not
there's no real comparison, is there? after special UFO information, and
You aren't paying for paper by the just want a big bargain, try Computer
p o u n d when you subscribe to Shopper. It weighs about 5 pounds
ALIEN DIGEST, you are buying and sells for $2.95, It doesn't have
valuable hard to find information!
any valuable information on UFOs,
but pound for pound of paper, its a
What few other publications even real oargain over ALIEN DIGEST.
discuss the topic of UFOs at all, are
likely to still be wrestling with quesSingle issue $10.00
tions of whether UFOs exist or not,
arguing over sightings and credibility Subscription: $27 per year for 6 isof the witnesses. Meanwhile millions sues yearly. Send payment to:
of sightings have been reported over
the years and many of these are from
ALIEN DIGEST
extremely credible witnesses including police officers, airline pilots,
P.O. Box 1116
military officers, etc.. Even ex-President Jimmy Carter acknowledged
McMinnville, OR, 97128
having seen a U F O . And Billy
Meiers sells video films of them
flying circles around trees, causing (Please print your name and address
the trees to bend from their wind. clearly)
We'll tell you how to get a copy if you
want one.
All letters to Creston will be
forwarded to him. He enjoys
receiving and reading mail, but
because of time consuming
research and now writing, I
cannot promise he will have time
to answer all his mail.
Thank you, Paul Shockley, editor.

So we don't really need another
sighting! What we need is to know
what's going on with them, what they,
the aliens, are planning for humanity
and what to do about it. We need to
know the Alien Agenda as it affects
humanity.
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Prosperity Consciousness Course
(Intro. and twelve lesson, $1.50 each.)
_ The Art of Handwriting Analysis
(Twelve lessons --$1.00 ea.)
Writing Your Own Life's Script
(Twelve Lessons, $1.50 ea.)
Voyage to the Source
(Booklet on Aquarian Church philosophy)
Cosmic Laws of Cosmic Awareness
(65 channeled cosmic laws)
General Awareness Readings

$15.00
$10.00
$15.00
$3.00
$5.00
$2.50 ea.(includes postage)

(Write for list of topics)

RejuVigon
An Awareness Energy Rejuvenation Formula of special herbs.; in use since
1975.180 tab BOTTLES: 1 for-$12.; 2 - 3 for $11. each; 4 - 5 for $10. each;
6-7 for $9.each; 9—10 for $8. each; 12 or more for $7. each.
GH-3:
Dr. Ana Asian's original "youth" formula, but higher quality ingredients: GH-3
at about half the price of GH-3 as advertised in the tabloids and magazines.
1 bottle
$18.00 (50 tabs - one month supply); 2 bottles $34.00 ($17 ea)
3 bottles
$48.00 ($16 ea): 4 bottles $60.00 ($15 ea); 5 bottles
$70.00
($14 ea)6 bottles $78.00 ($13 ea); 12 bottles $144.00 ($12 ea).
SEA QUEL $35.00 per Bottle: About 2 to 4 months' supply. See information.
Bio Tec / Food Doctor's ANTIOXIDANT ENZYME NUTRITION:
To rid the body of toxins, these SOD producing 100% wheatgrass Enzymes
are the most potent on the market, containing not 2,000 units as does most,
but 1,700,000 units per tablet. It would cost $14,250 for 1,425~$10.00 bottles of
100 tablets each to equal the potency of one bottle of Food Doctor's S.O.D.
producing enzymes-not a drug: pure wheatgrass tabs- a food that doctors.
Energy Essentials (EE) 190 tablets 1.5 million units per tab
Ageless Beauty (AB)
'
"
Fitness Fuel
(FF)
" "
"
'
For the best buy, purchase ENERGY / HEALTH and BEAUTY Combination Formula (EHB): 160 tabs: 1.7 million units per tab. It combines EE, AB,
and FF in the one tablet known as EHB.
SOD Catalase for Pets (same exact stuff but granulated) for Pets: $30.
(enough for several months. Mix with pet food. Watch how healthy they get.)
Price: 1-2 bottles $35 Each; 3-4, $30 Each; 6-11, $25 Each; 12 +, $23.35 Each
Green Magma (Barley Grass Powder. 5.8 oz Jar)
1-2 = $30.ea ; 3-5 = $27.ea; 6-11 = $25.ea; 12 = 23.50 ea
Klamath Lake Blue Green Algae: (Better than Spiralina) $25. per 3oz. While it
lasts. May we substitute Pacific Sea Plasma when this runs out?
Pacific Sea Plasma: 200 caps for $25.00 each. Genetically Engineered Phyto
Plankton Sea Algae from Bio Tec Labs in Hawaii. Up vour Energy & Health.
Cosmic Voyage Subscription and Renewal:
5 issues for $12.50; 10 issues for $25.00. (Donations over and above this price
are tax exempt.)
Total amount of purchase $
(North American Shipping/handling is free; Add 10%.for other continents)
To order: Send name, address, order description, with check or money order
to: The U.S.S. Distributorship; P.O. Box 1116 McMinnville, OR 97128

